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Overview of Talk
• NASA Science Decadal Surveys
• First (2007) Earth Science Decadal Survey
• NASA Response (and NAS response to our response!)
• Second (2017/2018) Earth Science Decadal Survey
• NASA Response
• Conclusion
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NASA Science Decadal Surveys
• National Academy of Sciences has long history of leading community-based Decadal Surveys for
NASA Space Science Disciplines.
• First Decadal Survey for Earth Science was conducted starting in early-mid 2000s, leading to
publication in 2007 of Earth Science and Applications from Space: National Imperatives for the Next
Decade and Beyond. Significant community input (white papers) and panel work formed the basis of
this effort.
o Survey included parts of NOAA program as well; in this talk, focus will be on NASA recommendations and
response.

• NASA implemented response in the ensuing years. Academy conducted mid-term review (2012) and
provided feedback on status of NASA’s implementation.
• Work began on second Decadal survey (for NASA, NOAA, USGS). Tasking was VERY different for
NASA part for this one – focus on science questions and required observations, NOT on missions to
be implemented. Again, significant community input and participation formed the basis of this effort.
• Second Decadal Survey for Earth Science was released in late 2017/early 2018 (with final version
released spring 2018): Thriving on Our Changing Planet: A Decadal Strategy for Earth Observation
from Space.
• NASA has begun responding to the Survey with a mix of studies, an Announcement of Opportunity,
a Research Solicitation, and community engagement, among other activities.
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Decadal Survey 2007 Summary of Recommended Missions
“Tier One”

“Tier Two”

“Tier Three”
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NASA Earth Science Division (ESD) Actions Responding to
2007 Decadal Survey
• Flight Program
• Advanced several of the recommended Tier 1 and 2 missions to development (and launch for 2!)
• Initiated competed Venture Class line (EV-mission, EV-instruments, EV-suborbital) – multiple
rounds of each were selected – first satellites/instruments are now in space
• Provided study funds for Tier 1 and 2 missions that advanced science and technology, supported
field campaigns, enabled engineering analysis of potential mission concepts
• Research & Analysis Program - Provided funding to advance scientific objectives for several of the Tier
2 missions that did not get advance very far
• HyspIRI – analysis of precursor data, field campaigns in CA and HI with competed science teams
• GEOCAPE – development of Tropospheric Ozone Lidar Network (TOLNet) to get time-resolved
data as well as ozone profiles for use in algorithm testing/development
• ACE – supported SEAC4RS field campaign for intensive integrated data acquisition
• Applied Sciences – created “Early Adopter” program to build relationships and facilitate/accelerate use
of data from Decadal Survey mission
• Technology – oriented multiple solicitations around Decadal Survey missions, esp. Tiers 2/3
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NASA Progress Towards Implementation of 2007 Decadal
Survey Recommended Missions
“Tier One”

“Tier Two”

CLARREO-PF (radiation reference) under
development for 2020 launch* to ISS
SMAP (soil moisture) launched 2015
ICESat-2 (ice sheet thickness) launched 2018
NISAR (surface radar) under development, GEDI (lidar
on ISS) launched 2018 (Earth Venture Instrument)

“Tier Three”

ECOSTRESS (evapotranspiration) launched to ISS
2018 (Earth Venture Instrument)
SWOT (high resolution altimetry) under development
for 2021 launch (int’l partnership)
TEMPO (geostationary air quality) selected under EV-I
(2018 ready, launch TBD)
PACE (hyperspectral ocean biology/biogeochemistry)
under development for 2022 launch*

GRACE-FO (gravity measurements) launched 2018
(mostly duplicated original GRACE technology)
Airborne demonstration of wind lidar and use in field
campaigns
* Proposed for termination in FY20 budget request
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Selected Highlights from Mid-Term Review (2012)
• Finding: NASA responded favorably and aggressively to the 2007 decadal survey, embracing its overall

recommendations for Earth observations, missions, technology investments, and priorities for the underlying
science…
• Finding: Funding for NASA’s Earth science program has not been restored to the $2 billion per year (in fiscal year
[FY] 2006 dollars) level needed to execute the 2007 decadal survey’s recommended program…
• Recommendation: NASA’s Earth Science Division (ESD) should implement its missions via a cost-constrained
approach ….
• Finding: The Earth Venture-class program is being well implemented by NASA and is a crucial component of
fulfilling the 2007 decadal survey’s objectives.
• Finding: Aligned with the intent of the 2007 decadal survey, NASA’s Applied Sciences Program has begun to
engage applied researchers and governmental (federal and state) operational users on some decadal survey
mission science definition and applications teams….
• Finding: The suborbital program, and in particular the Airborne Science Program, is highly synergistic with
upcoming Earth science satellite missions and is being well implemented. NASA has fulfilled the recommendation of
the decadal survey to enhance the program.
• Finding: ESTO has organized its proposal solicitations around the 2007 decadal survey and is investing
to advance technological readiness across the survey mission queue.
• Finding: NASA has maintained a healthy investment in R&A activities and has protected the budgets of both
mission-specific and non-mission-specific R&A programs….
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2017 Decadal Survey for Earth Science
• Second Decadal Survey for Earth Science was organized very
differently from first one – focus for NASA was on scientific questions
and required observations – NOT missions
• Decision rules about how to respond to programmatic challenges and
recommendations about program balance were requested
• Note that tasking for NOAA and USGS parts were more focused than
that for NASA
• Significant community engagement took place to generate ideas;
disciplinary panels winnowed those down to a reasonable number, and
then an overall steering committee provided a limited set of desired
observations, and made a number of recommendations
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2017 Decadal Survey Targeted Observables
*ESD decided to only treat observable under the Explorer program element
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Earth Science Division Responses to 2017 Decadal Survey
• Multi-center study teams were created to assess possibilities for Designated Observables
•
•
•
•

Aerosols-Clouds/Convection/Precipitation (combined!)
Surface Biology and Biogeochemistry
Surface Deformation and Change
Mass Change

• Announcement of Opportunity released for first Earth Venture Continuity (EVC) mission, focused on Earth’s
radiation budget
• ROSES element released for development of science plans for Incubator (Planetary Boundary Layer, Surface
Topography & Vegetation)
• Developing RFPs for awards to facilitate program implementation and enhance community participation
• Major communications effort internally and with community
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly meetings of ESD leadership team
Biweekly listening sessions for ESD staff
Creation of web site and opportunity for community to pose questions and get answers
Monthly (now bi-monthly) webinars with NASA centers
Webinar with full community held every four months (on-site first few times) and town hall sessions at meetings.

• Limited funding flexibility (”Budget Wedge”) while completing Program of Record has precluded release of
Announcement of Opportunity for Explorer Missions
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Conclusion
• Decadal surveys have been very valuable in gathering community input and bring together to ESD in
a coherent way that has trust from Congress, stakeholders, and community.
• Decadal surveys have helped to keep community unified. Meaningful and continuing agency
interactions with community around decadal survey are important.
• Decadal surveys are not the only source of guidance, however – NSTC-derived interagency plan(s)
can become important guiding document(s) as well.
o

USGCRP, SOST, IARPC, GEO, etc., plus related activities (Satellite Needs Working Group).

• Budget and costing assumptions in decadal surveys do not necessarily match up with ultimate reality
and having understanding and flexibility in responding is important
o

Inability to release AO for Explorer Obs. while completing Program of Record is a prime example of these limitations.

• The lessons learned from the first decadal survey for ESD led to significant changes for the second
one, which are helping to avoid some of the challenges associated with the first one. Clear decision
rules and prioritization criteria that can guide investments in face of scalable budgets are helpful.
• It is important to avoid “dueling decadal surveys” (e.g., if “disciplinary-oriented” surveys overlap with
those focused on a specific agency)
o Ex. Recent “Decadal Survey for Oceans” (Sea Change: 2015-2025 Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences (2015)) excluded
satellites.
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